
PETERBOROUGH PLANNING BOARD 
TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 

Monday, August 8, 2022  
Peterborough, New Hampshire 

 
 

Members Present: Blair Weiss, Andrew Dunbar, Lindsey Dreyer, Gary Gorski, 
Carl Staley and Stephanie Hurley  
 
Also Present: Danica Melone and Laura Norton, Office of Planning & Building  
 

Ms. Melone announced the meeting’s live streaming process both to You Tube and 
Local Channel 22 for viewing. 

Chair Hurley opened the meeting with a welcome and introduction of the Board 
and Staff.  

Minutes:  

A motion was made/seconded (Dunbar/Blair) to approve the Minutes of July11, 
2022 with corrections with all in favor. 

Public Hearing: Subdivision Application proposed by Dennis McKinney on 
behalf of Judith Rice Million Revocable Trust, to create one new lot from the 
existing lot located at Spring Road (Parcel No. R010-014-103) located in the Rural 
District. The conservation easement at this lot will not be subdivided and is 
proposed to be wholly retained within its own lot.  

Dennis McKinney introduced himself as a land surveyor and representative for the 
applicant. He began by pointing out the two portions of the subdivision – one in 
pink (24.6 acres) and the other in blue with the blue portion also showing the area 
encumbered by conservation easement in green (81.8 acres). “The proposal is to 
use the division line between easement land and unencumbered land as a new 
boundary line for a standalone lot.” he said adding “it is almost 25 acres with about 
600 feet of road frontage.  

Mr. McKinney noted the inclusion of a soils map, topography map and flood plain 
map with the application showing the various physical features of the property. He 
noted the lot in its entirety was by large high and dry and totaled 107 acres. “That 
is about it” he concluded. 

Chair Hurley Chair Hurley thanked Mr. McKinney and expressed her admiration 
for a job well done. “I am very impressed with the completeness of your 



application” she said adding “thank you for doing such a nice job.” Chair Hurley 
then briefly reviewed the application checklist and request for waivers from #4 
(Locus Plan); #17 and #18 (water courses) and #21 (perc testing). She asked about 
the existence of stone walls with Mr. McKinney pointing them out as depicted on 
the legend. 

Mr. Staley asked if the Board should vote to accept the application as substantially 
complete before they continued.  

A motion was made/seconded (Staley/Weiss) to appoint Ms. Dreyer to sit with all 
in favor. 

A motion was made/seconded (Dunbar/Dreyer) to accept the application as 
substantially compete with all n favor. 

A motion was made/seconded (Dunbar/Weiss) to appoint Mr. Gorski to sit with all 
in favor. 

With no other questions from the members Chair Hurley opened the hearing to the 
public. With no public input Chair Hurley closed the public input portion of the 
hearing noting she would entertain a motion. 

A motion was made/seconded (Weiss/Dreyer) to approve the request for a 
subdivision on behalf of Judith Rice Million Revocable Trust, to create one new lot 
from the existing lot (Parcel No. R010-014-103) with the conservation easement 
wholly retained within its own lot with waivers granted for items #4 (Locus Plan); 
#17 and #18 (water courses) and #21 (perc testing) with all in favor. 

Chair Hurley read the second case: 

Public Hearing: Conditional Use Permit Application proposed by Lionheart 
Classical Academy to erect about 500 feet of 5 foot high black, chain link fence to 
create an enclosed recess space for students to use for recess, located at their 
property at 10 Sharon Rd (Parcel No. R003-037-000) in the Commercial District, 
Floodplain District, Groundwater Protection Overlay Zone, Shoreland 
Conservation Zone, and Wetlands Protection Overlay Zone.  

There was no representative from Lionheart Classical Academy (Lionheart) 
present due to a last minute Covid exposure. Ms. Melone told the members she had 
talked with the applicant, and they felt confident the application was self-
explanatory for the members to review without representation. 

Chair Hurley reviewed the Staff Report that cites a proposed fenced-in play area 
for students of Lionheart the to use during recess. She also noted no structures 



were proposed (slide, jungle gym) in an area located within the Wetlands 
Protection Overlay Zone; Shoreland Conservation Zone and the Floodplain 
District. It was noted that the Conservation Commission had made a site visit and 
recommended Lionheart bring the fence line away from the edge of the existing 
riverside vegetation to create an additional vegetated buffer space of 20 to 25 feet 
along the back of the grassy area adjacent to the river as this would allow the 
existing vegetation to spread and expand into the added buffer area and  the best 
option for snowplowing/snow blowing was to use the grassy area adjacent to the 
pavement to the east to allow for infiltration of melting snow and retention  of sand 
and sediment. 

It was noted the fence would be black chain link in design, the only type allowed 
within the floodplain without an engineer’s report stating an alternative would not 
disrupt water flow (per FEMA fire and building codes). 

The members took some time to orient to north, south, east and west and where 
exactly the square of fenced-in area was located. The members briefly discussed 
Best Management Practices and where to plow and store snow with proximity to 
the river. Ms. Melone interjected that the Conservation Commission had 
participated in a site visit and had two recommendations which included bringing 
the fence line away from the edge of the existing riverside vegetation to create an 
additional vegetated buffer area of 20 to 25 feet along the back of the grassy area 
by the river which would allow the existing vegetation to spread and expand into 
that area. They also recommended the best option for snow plowing or snow 
blowing would be to use the grassy area adjacent to the pavement, the area 
proposed for fencing to the east.  

The members reviewed these suggestion and again oriented themselves to the 
directions of the recommendations. Agreeing their recommendations were a bit 
confusing (and the fact that there was no representative from Lionheart) Ms. 
Melone noted the Board could conditionally approve the application pending 
clarification from the Conservation Commission. Chair Hurley interjected “yes, I 
want that clarification” and Ms. Dryer added the that no structures were to be 
allowed the fenced area should also be a condition of approval. 

Mr. Dunbar noted safety concerns about the site being the home of SDE and a 
former automobile dealership “and there has never been a use there where children 
were involved in the area.” He also said he did not know of another school in town 
with such proximity to a river. Mr. Dunbar felt his safety concerns could be 
answered by a review from the Fire Chief, Police Chief and Code Officer look at a 
site where children are playing by a river. He also asked why the fencing would be 



black. Ms. Dreyer replied “black looks nicer. It looks nicer and blends in better. It 
is also less clunky and cheap looking so it is more aesthetically pleasing.” Mr. 
Dunbar reiterated his main concern was one of safety. “This is a new use for the 
area with children playing in an outdoor area that is very close to a river” he said 
and again said he would like to hear for the Fire Chief, Police Chief and Code 
Officer on the safety of the location of the fence. 

Ms. Melone reviewed a rigorous process of reviewing safety requirements (by 
Chief Walker and Mr. Herlihy) for any kind of daycare facilities. “I don’t know 
exactly what requirements they look at but I know it is a laborious process” she 
said. Mr. Dunbar replied, “I request they look at this fence and make a judgement.” 
Chair Hurley suggested that also be a condition of approval.  

Mr. Blair asked if they should consider, give the questions and concerns and 
(understandably) the fact that the applicant did not show that they table the 
application until next month. Mr. Gorski noted the time frame (school is starting) 
and said, “if we table it to next month they probably won’t have time to build it.” 
He also noted a conditional approval with clarifications would be sufficient and a 
brief discussion followed. 

Mr. Staley inquired (given the history of the property) if any soil testing may be 
required with another brief discussion on contaminant and pollutant as well as any 
other environmental risks and waterfront water issues are reported. 

With no other questions from the Board Chair Hurley opened the hearing to the 
public. With no public statements Chair Hurley closed the public input portion of 
the hearing. 

A motion was made/seconded (Dryer/Gorski) to approve a Conditional Use Permit 
to erect about 500 feet of 5-foot high black chain link fence to create an enclosed 
recess space for students to use for recess with the following conditions: 

There will be no structures within the fenced-in area or within the Wetlands 
Protection Overlay or Shoreland Conservation Zones 

 Move the fence line away from the edge of the existing riverside vegetation to 
create an additional vegetated buffer area of 25 foot along the back of the grassy 
area by the river, allowing the existing vegetation to spread and expand into that 
area 

  Snow plowing/snow blowing be directed to the south side of the fence, not to 
extend past the farthest fence line  



  Receipt of safety review and report on both the fence and waterfront safety to be   
concluded by Chief Walker and Code Officer Herlihy be forwarded to the Board 
for review with any other changes to the plan requiring a revisit to the Zoning 
Board of Adjustment  

With all in favor. 

Chair Hurley read the last case: 

Public Hearing: Preliminary Review Application proposed by Sadie Halliday to 
construct a multi-family family residential development along with associated 
parking and site improvements at 241 Union Street (Parcel No. U029-025-000) 
located in the West Peterborough District. 

Chad Branon introduced himself as a Civil Engineer with Fieldstone Land 
Consultants, LLC and representative for the applicant. He briefly reviewed the 
existing conditions of the 2.89-acre lot with 442 feet of road frontage. He also 
noted they had spent time on an updated layout and details since the initial 
submission of the preliminary plan. 

 
Mr. Branon reviewed the initial preliminary plan of a 40-unit multifamily 
development which included a goal of twelve workforce housing units (calculated 
at a 20% ratio) using Lidar and GIS information. “The thought process here was to 



provide much needed housing in the area” he said. Mr. Branon went on to say they 
had done a detailed survey since the initial submission, and they had an updated 
layout and details to consider. Using a graphic of the original plan Mr. Branon 
pointed out the driveway access from Union Street as well as several topographical 
(contour) constraints along the side and back of the lot, but “the site is relatively 
flat in the back can yield about 40 units” he said. 

Moving on to another graphic Mr. Branon again mentioned the completion of a 
detailed survey of the site and as he pointed to the graphic and said, “as you can 
see the geometry has changed as a result of an actual field survey.” 

 
Mr. Branon the physical monumentation of the boundaries, research on the right-
of-way and other existing conditions revealed the center portion of the site was 
more restricted than first thought “by representing things more accurately you can 
see the change in geometry has an impact on the layout.” 

Mr. Branon revealed another graphic saying “here is a new layout proposing 34 
multi-family units.” Mr. Branon noted the West Peterborough District requires a 
30-foot setback with a buffer requirement “but it appears that the regulation leaves 
some opportunity to augment the buffer with fencing or landscaping on the 
authority of the Planning Board and we would like you to consider supporting 
layout like this.” He noted clarification from the Office of Planning & Building on 
that regulation. 



Mr. Branon briefly reviewed the new 34-unit layout, also with a goal of 20% ratio 
for workforce housing (or seven units). He reviewed the grade; favorable soils; 
parking area; the accommodation of emergency and delivery vehicles and 
sidewalks for both pedestrian connectivity and connection of the infrastructure to 
Union Street for walkability. Highlighting the underlying zoning Mr. Branon noted 
the “by right” density of the project is 24 units, “but we are proposing a workforce 
housing project and in order to make the price points, you typically see a jump in 
density and that is how we landed on 34 units. 34 units can provide seven 
workforce housing units.” He concluded by noting the density calculations seemed 
quite open-ended and deserved discussion with the Board, “to get your feedback on 
the density and this plan” he said. 

Ms. Dreyer asked about the number of units per building with Mr. Branon pointing 
two seven-unit buildings and the largest building with 20 units. When Md. Dreyer 
asked if the units would be townhouse style or single-story units Mr. Branon 
replied, “two-story townhouse style construction.”  

Mr. Gorski noted his concern of no public spaces for people to enjoy the outside. 
He went on to ask about putting parking behind the buildings or in a separate area 
all together. “Right now, it just seems like a block of housing and pavement 
without any outdoor space. For kids playing outside I guess they’d be running 
around the parking lot and I don’t see that as particularly safe. It does not feel like 
a neighborhood” he said. Mr. Gorski spoke briefly about his well sought-after 
neighborhood that had dedicated parking and ample green pace. 

Mr. Dunbar requested and received clarification on the orientation of the plan. 

Ms. Dreyer interjected “I think a site walk would be really beneficial so we can get 
an idea of the vegetation and a look at the sight lines” adding “I will say putting 34 
units in there will be an impact to the neighborhood and adding aesthetics is going 
to be important in making this a successful project.” 

Mr. Gorski added Nubanusit Neighborhood has 29 units on about 5 acres with the 
parking separated “making this wonderful walkable neighborhood where there is a 
giant waiting list to get into.” He went on to note he felt almost 3 acres was enough 
space to create some level of green space. Mr. Branon explained the new layout 
had no opportunity for separated parking because the geometries of the two 
properties ultimately come into play. “We are confined with the layout” he said 
adding they had looked at other options for parking “and they all created a pretty 
good disconnect to the units. We want to have people be able to park in front of 
their units for convenience sake.” He concluded by re-reviewing the constraints of 
the Union Street, the challenges of incorporating workforce housing units and the 



fact that garden style units lead to more parking and are not typically for design. 
Mr. Gorski interjected that in his neighborhood the distance in parking was not an 
issue. “It is a 200 yard walk to the furthest houses, the prices are high, and people 
are waiting to get it in. I think there is a lot more opportunity to do something else 
with the parking.” Mr. Branon replied with “does the Nubanusit Neighborhood 
have workforce housing?” to which Mr. Gorski replied “no.” 

Chair Hurley asked about putting parking under the units. Mr. Branon explained 
why it was cost prohibitive (especially with workforce housing components) to do 
so. “We are actually looking at not doing garages at all to try to reduce the some of 
the infrastructure cost which helps to provide workforce housing projects.” He 
concluded by reviewing the fact the town has seen very few workforce housing 
models. “There is reason for that” he said adding “It is really hard to provide 
housing when you start to evaluate construction costs in todays’ market when the 
cost for workforce housing is actually going backwards. Building costs and interest 
rates are going up, workforce housing rentals and sales are going down because it 
is less affordable. We have to be very careful about how to lay out and design a 
site and we have tried to that in that most efficient way, and that includes parking 
close to the homes to consolidate the footprint.” 

Mr. Dunbar noted he appreciated the review but it appeared to him that having as 
many rental/sale units as possible in a small space is not a very creative design 
“and I don’t think it adds to the aesthetics of West Peterborough. I understand you 
are using workforce housing as a tool to get as may units as possible but at some 
point you can be going past what is viable for such a small area and I am not 
impressed with what I see so far” he said. Mr. Dunbar then asked Mr. Branon to 
define workforce housing. Mr. Branon replied that workforce housing was 
typically a rental or for sale unit whose price is restricted to 80-90 % medium 
income of the area. Those numbers are published by New Hampshire Housing 
Authority with your ordinance follows the same criteria. You try to maximize 
density because you are essentially building the workforce housing units for a 
loss.” 

A brief discussion on how workforce housing is controlled followed with Mr. 
Dunbar reiterating his feeling was that the applicant was using workforce housing 
as a way to get as many units as possible “even if it is not viable for the land.” 

Mr. Gorski noted he felt there was more they could do to have garages. Mr. Branon 
replied, “we are not having garages.” Mr. Gorski asked about a more creative 
approach and asked multi-unit buildings (one door with four to six units as an 
example) or building up. Mr. Branon noted the units were currently two stories and 



that he was not sure about the height restrictions in the district “but I think it is two 
stories, so we are limited.” When Mr. Gorski noted the quads in his neighborhood 
were higher and it was noted that there may have been a height variance approval 
for that project as third floors are not permitted unless there is parking on the first 
level. 

Mr. Weiss noted that with two bedrooms per unit there could be there could be 
four or five individuals living there adding “that could be up to 170 people on three 
acre. “Granted they are not all going to maxed out” he said with Mr. Branon 
adding “there could one person in one unit and five in another. The project meets 
the requirement of being tied to town water and sewer so that tells you it is in an 
area that is able to support this type of development (and) that is why we are here 
tonight.” When asked if the project was intended for rentals only Mr. Branon 
reiterated “this particular layout with the multifamily units would be rentals.” 
Chair Hurley interjected that she would really like to see an affordable housing 
development there “but we have to have a few ideas for you to go forward.” 

Mr. Gorski asked about different design adding “it one thing to say you save 
money by putting the parking the way it is but if do something else with the other 
units you can create green space.” As Mr. Branon got up from his seat and 
approached the new layout graphic he replied, “we have spent a lot of time 
working with alternative layouts for this property.” He then re-reviewed the 
constraints of the lot and noted site plan review would also include information of 
stormwater management, the challenges of the topography, maintaining safe 
emergency access, traffic pattern options and the geometry of the layout and 
potential for a multi-unit buildings digs on a layout that has to be linear because of 
the constraints. “We feel what we are presenting is the best layout to provide much 
needed housing with a workforce element while maximizing separation to the 
abutting homes” concluded Mr. Branon  

Chair Hurley noted she wished there was some way to group the buildings so they 
would fit with the parking a little bit separated while maintaining the required 30-
foot buffer around the parcel. She went on to describe other options for parking to 
gain green space. 

Ms. Dreyer asked about the density calculation which Mr. Branon reminded the 
members the new layout was for 34 units adding “I’ll be honest, we are not sure if 
that blend is going to work but we the 20% calculation (7 units) is the goal and it 
would be really good if we can make it work.: He also reminded the members that 
a few extra market rate units help to offset the workforce housing units.” When 



asked, Mr. Branon noted the dimensions of the units are 18 feet wide by 36 feet 
long with a front porch for a total of about 1300 square feet. 

Ms. Dreyer noted that from her experience getting affordable units in a 
development like this is doing one-bedroom unit and stack them to get increased 
density. “I think that is a potential option” she said. Mr. Branon noted that a one-
bedroom unit could not be an affordable unit “you have to have at least two 
bedrooms to qualify for workforce housing” he said. 

Mr. Staley asked if all the units were required to be two bedrooms and asked if 
one-bedroom units could be distributed amongst the development. A brief 
discussion about suggestions and options followed. Ms. Dreyer offered the fact that 
as an owner of seven rental properties in town “we are really missing one- and 
three-bedroom units. “We have plenty of two-bedroom options and I don’t think 
they are as desirable, pre se as the one- and three-bedroom units so maybe we need 
to have a conversation about what we feel our housing needs are. I think coming in 
with 34 two-bedroom units is a lot of housing (which is awesome) but is it 
absorbable? Does it fit our needs?” she asked adding “it is just something to think 
about.” 

Mr. Branon acknowledged he was not realtor “but what we are seeing is that one-
bedroom units are more challenging to rent with more people working from home. 
People are seeking a two-bedroom units for office or extra workspace. Our 
experience has been that the two-bedroom units are very desirable.” He concluded 
by noting municipalities like the two-bedroom blend because you don’t get a super 
abundance of kids yielding from that type of development. “I am not saying there 
is not a need for three-bedrooms but are no requirements” he said. Ms. Dreyer 
concluded by noting “I think the market is there.” 

Mr. Staley asked if the units would be rentals or for sale units with Mr. Branon 
replying, “they would be rentals.” Mr. Staley the asked what mechanisms were in 
place to maintain the workforce housing units after they were constructed and a 
brief discussion of 245-24.6 Workforce Housing followed, specifically how 
affordable housing units shall remain affordable for a period of 25 years followed. 

In closing Mr. Branon reviewed the components of how the parcel (proximity to 
town water and sewer and walkability east and west to amenities) was designed to 
support this type of development and workforce housing. When Mr. Gorski asked 
again about the parking Mr. Branon replied “we have spent a lot of time on 
alternate layouts and the linear layout proves to be the best because of the 
constraints of the property. There is not enough width in the center to provided 
detached parking.” 



Sadie Halliday introduced herself and began by thanking the members for their 
time, attention and contributions to the project. Chair Hurley noted the requirement 
and retention of the 30-foot buffer for separation to the neighboring homes adding 
“and I am against deceasing that buffer” she said. As Ms. Halliday went on to 
reiterate the need for workforce housing, she fielded several questions about the 
grouping of the buildings; potential for quadruple units, parking, green space; 
neighborhood impact and the underlying zoning in the West Peterborough Zoning 
District. 

Chair Hurley offered several suggestions to be incorporated into the plan including 
EV charging stations; additional guest parking availability; bike racks and 
sidewalks. She noted it was also important to consider the impacts to the existing 
infrastructure (with 80 to 120 more users); existing natural features and wildlife 
considerations. 

Chair Hurley then opened the hearing to the public for questions, comments and 
concerns. 

John Schultz introduced himself as an abutter “right next door.” He told the 
members he’d lived in his house for 21 years and had only seen his neighbors a 
few times “and now you could be adding up to 150 people concerns me.” Mr. 
Schultz specially asked the required 30-foot setback and buffer requirement be 
obeyed and asked no vehicles be parked on the back of side “as I would be looking 
right into a parling lot.” 

Mr. Shultz also noted his concerns with increased traffic, increased carload on 
Union Street and increased noise. “I am not against this but I am right next door 
and there is a lot of volume being added here” he said. 

Chris Watson introduced himself noting the volume of traffic from the project 
would double the amount of traffic in the neighborhood currently. He mentioned 
light and noise pollution making a huge change to the neighborhood and concluded 
with his concern with the size of the development being placed in a neighborhood 
of single-family homes. 

Alex Bates introduced himself and told the Board he had huge concerns with the 
project changing the character of the neighborhood citing disruptions in traffic, 
noise and wildlife corridors and crossings. “It does not echo the West Peterborough 
neighborhood right now” he said. 

Ms. Dreyer noted that no one can pick and choose the best place for affordable 
housing. She cited the IDG building at Route 101 and Elm Street as being a perfect 
location but because of many other circumstances “that won’t be done” adding “we 



need to find a solution; it keeps and will keep coming up. We need to know what 
we want for affordable housing in our town.” She pointed out the purpose and 
intent of the West Peterborough District “to preserve the historic development 
pattern of West Peterborough; to allow development in the area to respond the 
changing lifestyles; to allow uses that are currently not permitted by the ordinance 
and to implement the vision of the Peterborough which includes the support of 
compact settlement patterns, mixed use land development and walkable 
communities that increase accessibility for people of all ages.” She went on to note 
this included concentrate development; allowance and encouragement of a mix of 
land uses appropriate to the area; encouragement of infill and higher densities and 
a pedestrian-friendly environment.” 

When the topic of a traffic study came up it was noted it was too early in the 
process for one. Ms. Melone cautioned that if one was deemed necessary the Board 
be specific on what they want to know to avoid getting a report with just an 
increase in trips per day. 

Mr. Dunbar said he appreciated the need for a workforce housing project “but this 
is too many houses on a lot. Affordable housing is s local, regional and national 
problem. Peterborough does not have to supply all the affordable housing for the 
Monadnock Region” he said. 

Sadie Halliday introduced herself as the applicant and thanked the Board for their 
time and their input. “It is very much appreciated” she said and went on to speak a 
at length about the project and all the components that lend the site to workforce 
housing, the two most important being the connection to town water and sewer and 
walkability to amenities to the east (Adam’s Playground and pool and the 
Downtown) and the west (The Green Grocer and MacDowell Dam). “Peterborough 
can set an example and champion this cause” she said.    

The meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted,  

Laura Norton  
Office of Planning & Building 


	Also Present: Danica Melone and Laura Norton, Office of Planning & Building

